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We are glad to welcome You
at WHISKY CORNER!
Our Scottish House is much more than just a restaurant.
It is a place where friends, like-minded persons and people of good taste meet.
At WHISKY CORNER, we have built for You the largest whisky
collection in Eastern Europe: over 900 specimens from Scotland, Ireland,
USA, Japan, Taiwan, India... As well as our own exclusive whisky releases,
which are available only at our restaurant and at international festivals.

WHISKY CORNER is the headquarters of Ukrainian Whisky
Connoisseurs Club named after Aleksey Yakovlevich Savchenko. Thanks
to this outstanding man Ukraine fell in love with whisky culture, learned
the traditions and nuances of its production. Our restaurant also appeared
as the result of his initiative. He inspired us with the dream of our own
house for the Club — the Scottish House, where it will be so nice to taste
whisky, discover new culinary pleasures, listen to a piper, enjoy the spirit of
Scotland, and just to have a good time with friends.
We made the dream come true! Nowadays, the ideas of the Whisky Club and the
Scottish House are being kept and developed by the founder's son Aleksey Alekseevich
Savchenko and his wife Irina Anatolyevna, as well as the members of the Club and the
entire WHISKY CORNER team.
Being in love with whisky — this noble, multifaceted drink — we have
created a fine gastronomic accompaniment for it. In our menu, You will
find Scottish specialties, European classics, and creative dishes. A duet of
great whiskies and delicious, well-balanced meals makes the art of perfect
dinning!
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WHISKY RELEASES
CRAFTED BY WHISKY CORNER
Aleksey Yakovlevich Savchenko had one more dream of creating his own
whisky. In 2009, we managed to realize the idea of the first Ukrainian bottling:
Whisky Connoisseurs Club made Bruichladdich Super Heavily Peated special
release, the smokiest whisky ever produced under the name of Bruichladdich.
Making experiments with finishing whisky in wine casks is an important
part of our work. Our Club in collaboration with Scottish distilleries and
independent bottlers creates truly unique releases. There are already 48 of them.
Let us introduce You the best ones:
• Caol Ila and white port wine make the union that breaks stereotypes. It
is strange but true that Scottish manufacturers do not mature whisky in port barrels
nowadays. Nevertheless, we took a chance and created the drink with amazing taste
and aroma!
• Fettercairn 35 Years Old has won the silver award for two years in a row
at the Whiskybase Gathering Festival held in the Netherlands. It is among the top
1000 best whiskies in the world according to WhiskyBase.com. Serge Valentine, an
authoritative critic, rated this release 91 points out of 100; notable that he has never
given a higher grade to any whisky.
• Blair Athol 12 Years Old finished in Ukrainian Cabernet Merlot
Kolonist Wine Cask. "Haut de gamme" - getting a barrel from one of the best
Ukrainian wines is real luck, and aging the legendary Blair Athol in this barrel is
already an achievement!
• Ledaig 24 Years Old Oloroso Sherry. If anyone says Ledaig is made to be
young, then just give them a taste of this release.
We carry on work for creating new releases. We keep more than 100
of our own casks in Scotland and soon our collection will be expanded with
whisky finished in Ukrainian wine casks supplied by Kolonist and Shabo
family wineries.
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WHISKY CORNER CUISINE
Fine cooking is our special passion! Irina Savchenko and WHISKY
CORNER's chef Ilya Ulyanov develop the unique gastronomic concept. It
harmoniously combines the heritage of the great cooks of the past, the
modern cooking style, and healthy eating practices.
We are pleased to offer You aristocratic, creative, and truly healthy dishes at
WHISKY CORNER!
We enjoy the trend for the revival of “forgotten” products that means
traditional for the Old Europe vegetables, noble cheeses, and, of course, organic
wild fish and meat!

In our menu, You will find dishes made with deer, roe deer, duck, zander,
salmon... We make Scottish and global culinary classics stylish and modern. For
example, we serve haggis in an elegant restaurant way, and we cook venison the
way Elizabeth II, Queen of the United Kingdom, likes it.
Cured meat delicacies made by WHISKY CORNER are one more of our
specialty products. We produce them according to the classic Spanish and Italian
recipes, but the basic ingredients are Ukrainian.
Above all, we recommend You to start with our special aperitif of excellent
whisky pairing with splendid hors d’oeuvres.
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SPECIAL WHISKY HORS D'OEUVRES
Baked Goat Сheese with Honey
recommend with Aberfeldy, Glenkinchie 20 g............................................................60
Cheddar Cheese with Honey-Mustard Sauce
recommend with Cragganmore, Aberfeldy 20 g.........................................................60
Fried Vannamei Shrimp
recommend with Springbank, Highland Park, Inchgower 20 g.............................. 135
Scallop with Maître d'Hotel Butter
recommend with Springbank, Ben Nevis 25 g.......................................................... 135
Smoked Salmon with Gorgonzola
recommend with Caol Ila, Laphroaig 20 g...................................................................75
Asparagus Baked in Bacon with Bechamel Sauce
recommend with Glenlivet, Glengoyne 25 g................................................................75
Duck Breast with Orange Caviar
recommend with Aberlour, Benrinnes 25 g.................................................................75
Roast Beef with Foie Gras and Dark Chocolate
foie gras terrine marinated with Rock Oyster
recommend with Lagavulin, Mortlach 20 g.................................................................95
Venison Pate with Tapioka Chips
recommend with Tamdhu, Glenturret, Mortlach 15 g................................................75

This booklet is for promotional purposes only, the menu is available upon request.
Prices are in UAH. We accept local currency, as well as major payment cards.
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TRADITIONAL BRITISH DISHES
HAGGIS
Haggis with Potato Cream and Mashed Rutabaga
meat stewed with Smoky Scot 245 g.......................................................................... 175
SOUP
Cullen Skink Soup 230 g........................................................................................... 170
Scottish Onion Soup with Beef
cooked with Glenmorangie Original 275 g................................................................255
PIES
Duck Pie with Mushrooms
stewed with Smoky Scot 305 g....................................................................................475
Traditional British Pie
stewed with Smoky Scot 330 g....................................................................................495
FISH AND SEAFOOD
Fish & Chips 495 g......................................................................................................385
MEAT
Beef Wellington with Mushrooms and Pepper Sauce 200/60/60 g...............675
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This booklet is for promotional purposes only, the menu is available upon request.
Prices are in UAH. We accept local currency, as well as major payment cards.

COLD APPETIZERS
Gourmet Cheese Platter 150/50 g ..........................................................................435
Salmon Tataki with Green Sauce,
Mango Sphere, and Cream Cheese Snow 150 g..................................................375
Pike Caviar with Homemade Butter 30/30 g......................................................405
WHISKY CORNER’S Prosciutto 100 g................................................................... 165
WHISKY CORNER’S Coppa 100 g........................................................................... 165
Veal Aspic with Cucumbers in Bourbon 250 g...................................................365
Beef Carpaccio 140 g..................................................................................................345
Venison Tartare with Smoked Eel Mousse 190 g...............................................455

Interesting Facts
Salmon is one of the most unusual fish.
There is an amazing ancient Celtic legend. In the river Slane, which flows through the county
Myth, was the Salmon of Wisdom. The one who caught and ate this salmon could become the greatest and
the most gifted of Irish poets, and to receive the gift of providence. In ancient times, craft the poet was
considered sacred in Ireland. Poets combined supernatural powers — druidic and creative. Secrets
inaccessible to ordinary people were revealed to poets.
There are many different types of salmon in the world, such as grayling, chinook, sockeye, and coho
(also known as silver salmon and jack salmon), Atlantic salmon, chum salmon, Masu salmon and Amago. They
differ in size, weight and fat content. Salmon lovers often differ on whether to prefer wild or farmed salmon.
Fish, farmed salmon has more fat, while wild salmon tastes more flavorful and has firmer meat.

SALADS
Baked Eggplant Salad with Cheese Mousse 165 g.............................................225
Salmon Salad with Glass Noodles and Sesame Oil 210 g................................355
Spicy Duck Fillet Salad with Chili Caramel Apples 140 g...............................255
Veal Salad with Figs and Cream Cheese Spheres 200 g...................................345

This booklet is for promotional purposes only, the menu is available upon request.
Prices are in UAH. We accept local currency, as well as major payment cards.
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SOUPS
Creamy Potato Soup
with WHISKY CORNER Prosciutto and Chopped Nuts 280 g....................... 215
Guineafowl Consommé 320 g.................................................................................. 195
Game Solyanka with Homemade Smoked Sour Cream 320 g.......................385

Interesting Facts
The sturgeon is a miracle of nature, which is
still being sung in ancient poetry.
They existed more than 100 million years ago
along with the dinosaurs. But they died out a long time
ago, no having withstood the changes of geological
epochs, and sturgeon steadfastly endured all the
upheavals and lived to our days.
Sturgeon is rich in easily digestible
substances proteins, due to which the product is fast
digestible and often recommended nutritionists
for different diets. Composition of sturgeon meat
rich in rare useful acids, including glutamine,
proteins, as well as vitamins A, C, PP and group B.
Sturgeon meat is a delicacy, which contains
useful macro- and trace elements: potassium, fluorine,
phosphorus, iodine, calcium, nickel, magnesium,
molybdenum, sodium, chromium, iron, chlorine. With
regular consumption of sturgeon blood vessels and
heart muscle are strengthened, which helps lowering
the level of cholesterol in the blood, decrease risk of
myocardial infarction.

FISH AND SEAFOOD
Salmon with Broccoli Gremolata and Tarragon Sorbet 295 g.......................605
Zander Fillet with Black Potatoes Dumplings
with Smoked Sour Cream and Cheese Sauce 300 g........................................... 415
Smoked Sturgeon with Spinach
and Creamy Saffron Sauce 100/130 g.....................................................................435
the price is for 100 g
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Prices are in UAH. We accept local currency, as well as major payment cards.

MEAT, POULTRY AND GAME
Duck Fillet with Caramelized Pear 200 g.............................................................395
Lamb Ossobuco
with Grilled Vegetables and Sweet Potato Purée 480 g...................................545
Rack of Deer with Baked Potatoes and Spinach 100 g.....................................455
the price is for 100 g
Roe Deer Stroganoff with Mashed Baked Potatoes 360 g...............................365
Beef Cheeks, Celery Root
and Apple Purée with Smoked Tomatoes 310 g.................................................375
Filet Mignon with Smacked Cucumbers 290 g...................................................575

Interesting Facts
The deer is one of the oldest symbol
of Scotland, older than whisky,
bagpipes and even the kilt.
Everyone knows that the Robert Burns
was dreaming of chasing the deer in his poem
“My Heart’s in the Highlands”.
Presumably the Royal Forest was not
the place of his hunting, because it was the
exclusive privilege of the king to hunt deer, as
well as roe deer and wild boar in the Kingswood.
William the Conqueror stated this rule in the
law. This king of France origin definitely was an
expert in gourmet food!
Nowadays
nutritionists
consider
venison to be a dietary and even healing
product good to treat metabolic disorders and
vitamin deficiency.

This booklet is for promotional purposes only, the menu is available upon request.
Prices are in UAH. We accept local currency, as well as major payment cards.
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GRILLED DISHES
the price is for 100 g
Salmon 100 g................................................................................................................375
Porterhouse Steak (America) 100 g........................................................................585
Rib Eye Steak (America) 100 g.................................................................................575

SIDE DISHES
Asparagus with Melted Butter 120 g.....................................................................395
Grilled Vegetables 250 g............................................................................................ 155
Spinach with Pine Nuts 110 g.................................................................................. 150
Creamy Potatoes 150 g................................................................................................95
French Potatoes 150 g..................................................................................................95
Coal-Roasted Potatoes 150 g......................................................................................95
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SAUCES / SUPPLEMENTS
Saffron Sauce 30 g........................................................................................................60
Stilton 30 g......................................................................................................................60
BBQ Bourbon 30 g........................................................................................................60
Pepper 30 g.....................................................................................................................60
Bread Basket with Homemade Butter and Parmesan
(Seeded Wheat Bread, Malted Guinness Beer Bread, Wheat Bread) 330 g............ 115

DESSERTS
Custard Profiteroles 150 g........................................................................................205
Pink Chocolate Mousse with Sabayon Sauce 105 g.......................................... 165
Apple Tart with Vanilla Ice Cream 270 g............................................................. 195
Homemade Ice Cream / Sorbet 50 g........................................................................70

This booklet is for promotional purposes only, the menu is available upon request.
Prices are in UAH. We accept local currency, as well as major payment cards.
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